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ABSTRACT5

Cross-stream transport plays an important role in the Southern Ocean. In this paper, the6

local process of cross-stream transport near the Drake Passage, Scotia Sea and adjacent7

regions is studied using particle simulations in a Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE)8

and the measurements of the tracer release experiment conducted during the Diapycnal9

and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment in the Southern Ocean (DIMES). The DIMES tracer10

was released in the southeast Pacific within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current between the11

Subantarctic Front and Polar Front. Particle simulations in SOSE are statistically consistent12

with DIMES tracer evolution. SOSE particles and DIMES tracer measurements both show a13

robust poleward drift from the initial point release. The poleward drift occurs mainly within14

several “leaky jet” regions associated with topographic transitions, where jets diverge and15

particle trajectories bifurcate. These regions include the Shackleton Ridge, the fracture zones16

in the Scotia Sea, the North Scotia Ridge, and the Falkland Plateau. Numerical particles17

released along a depth-latitude section at 110◦W show that a pattern of classic Southern18

Ocean Meridional Overturning Circulation (SOMOC), with poleward transport sandwiched19

between the 27.6 and 28.0 neutral density levels, emerges only after particles pass through20

the “leaky jets”, indicating the importance of local dynamics in the Drake Passage and Scotia21

Sea area in forming the zonally integrated SOMOC.22
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1. Introduction23

The Southern Ocean supports an energetic Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), which24

is composed of several narrow fronts characterized by swift currents and steep isopycnals.25

The ACC frontal structure is shaped by the combined effect of strong westerlies, air-sea26

buoyancy fluxes, and the fact that ACC follows a circumpolar path, unbroken by continental27

boundaries. While the outcropping of isopycnals in the ACC supports deep ocean ventilation,28

it also generates a strong potential vorticity gradient that tends to inhibit poleward tracer29

transport and shield the Antarctic region from the direct influence of the subtropics. The30

connectivity between low latitudes and high latitudes, and the associated tracer transport,31

are crucial aspects of the Earth’s climate system (Marshall and Speer 2012). In this paper, we32

study the cross-stream transport in the Southern Ocean with a focus on the Drake Passage33

region.34

Both the zonally-averaged view and local analyses are important for understanding the35

cross-ACC transport. In a zonally-averaged view, tracers are advected by the Southern36

Ocean Meridional Overturning Circulation (SOMOC), which consists of two counter-rotating37

cells: a clockwise upper cell and a counter-clockwise lower cell (Lumpkin and Speer 2007).38

The two cells are wind-driven, resulting in the poleward and upward transport of Circumpo-39

lar Deep Water that originated as North Atlantic Deep Water or as other deep waters formed40

from diapycnal mixing. While the zonally-averaged SOMOC is conceptually simple, it masks41

out the importance of local dynamics, which have been demonstrated to be important for42

the energy budget, cross-frontal transport, and watermass formation and transformation in43

the Southern Ocean (Gille 1997; Naveira Garabato et al. 2011; Sallée et al. 2010; Thompson44

and Sallée 2012; Thompson and Naveira Garabato 2014; Abernathey and Cessi 2014).45

The importance of local dynamics for the SOMOC stems from the central role that46

topography plays in the Southern Ocean. In the zonally-averaged view, the SOMOC is47

a residual circulation arising from an imbalance between the eddy-induced circulation and48

wind-driven Eulerian circulation (Johnson and Bryden 1989; Marshall and Radko 2003).49
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This mechanism is clear in idealized flat-bottom channel models (Abernathey et al. 2011),50

where transient eddies can be unambiguously separated from the mean by a time- and zonal-51

averaging operator. However, zonal asymmetry can emerge in response to any along-stream52

variations in bottom topography (Thompson and Sallée 2012). Bottom topography steers53

the ACC meanders and modulates eddy generation. In an idealized numerical simulation of54

a two-layer channel flow over topography, MacCready and Rhines (2001) showed that eddy55

fluxes are enhanced downstream of a meridional topographic ridge. The ridge enhances the56

onset of the baroclinic instability and reduces the sensitivity of the zonal transport to external57

forcing. The ridge also generates a standing eddy, which is defined as the zonal deviation of a58

time-mean field. This standing eddy is associated with an enhanced local buoyancy gradient,59

which increases the efficiency of cross-stream transport by transient eddies (Abernathey and60

Cessi 2014). These topographically-enhanced eddy fluxes are potentially associated with61

localized hot-spots of upwelling, subduction and watermass transformation (Sallée et al.62

2010; Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2006; Naveira Garabato et al. 2007). Thus local dynamics63

are needed to explain the three dimensional circulation of the Southern Ocean.64

The Drake Passage (DP) and the adjacent area have some of the most dramatic topo-65

graphic features of the Southern Ocean. The region is associated with an elevated topo-66

graphic form stress that is important for the ACC momentum balance (Munk and Palmen67

1951; Gille 1997). The topography of the region also helps to generate internal waves, leading68

to enhanced diapycnal mixing (St. Laurent et al. 2012; Sheen et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2013).69

Similarly local enhancement is also identified in the cross-stream eddy transport. Using La-70

grangian particles, Thompson and Sallée (2012) found that cross-frontal exchange is signif-71

icantly enhanced near and downstream of the DP, Scotia Sea and other major topographic72

obstacles. The Lagrangian particles used in their study were advected by altimetry-derived73

velocities at the surface and by velocities from a two-layer quasi-geostrophic model. While74

their results suggest topographic enhancement of cross-frontal transport, they are limited to75

the surface and to an idealized layer model.76
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In this study, we investigate cross-stream exchange near the DP region by combining77

in situ ocean measurements from the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment in the78

Southern Ocean (DIMES) and particle simulations in a Southern Ocean State Estimate79

(SOSE). The DIMES project was designed to study diapycnal and isopycnal mixing by80

conducting anthropogenic tracer and subsurface float experiments together with in-situ CTD81

and microstructure measurements (Gille et al. 2007; Ledwell et al. 2011; Gille 2012; St.82

Laurent et al. 2012; Watson et al. 2013). We briefly review the DIMES project and the83

data used in this study in Section 2a. The number of bottle samples of the tracer are large84

by an operational standard, but still insufficient for a robust quantification of isopycnal85

spreading. We then use more than one million particles advected in SOSE to simulate the86

DIMES tracer and to study cross-frontal transport. The methodology is presented in Section87

2 and in Appendices A and B. In Section 3, the tracer evolution in the real ocean and in88

SOSE are directly compared, and we confirm that the tracer simulation agrees well with the89

DIMES tracer measurements. After validating and analyzing the SOSE particle simulation,90

an additional experiment is done to study the vertical structure of the cross-stream exchange91

by releasing particles along a latitude-depth section at 110◦W. These results, presented in92

Section 4 show that the DP and Scotia Sea regions are associated with enhanced cross-93

stream exchanges and that Circumpolar Deep Water experiences poleward transport within94

the DP/Scotia Sea longitude. Conclusions are given in Section 5.95

2. Methodology96

a. Data: DIMES tracer measurements97

To investigate diapycnal and isopycnal mixing in the Southern Ocean near the DP, 7698

kg of trifluoromethyl sulphur pentafluroide (CF3SF5) were released on the 27.906 kg m−3
99

neutral density surface in an X-shaped pattern consisting of two 20-km-long streaks near100

58.1◦S, 106.7◦W (Ledwell et al. 2011). The location is marked in Figure (1, left) by the101
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black dot-cross symbol. This stagnant region was deliberately chosen to ensure that the102

tracer was not swept away quickly by ACC fronts (colors in Fig. 1, left). The in-situ CTD103

T/S measurements indicated that this location is between the Subantarctic Front (SAF) and104

the Polar Front (PF). More detailed descriptions are provided by Ledwell et al. (2011), by105

Tulloch et al. (2014), and in the DIMES cruise reports from dimes.ucsd.edu.106

For this study, we make use of seven DIMES cruises carried out over the five subsequent107

years (Table 1). The locations of CTD station and tracer sampling sites are shown in Figure108

2. US2, UK2, UK2.5, and US3 sampled the southeast Pacific and UK3, 4, 5 sampled the109

DP and the downstream regions. The observed tracer concentrations at various depths are110

first interpolated onto a uniform vertical grid with 10 m spacing and then column integrated111

to obtain tracer mass per unit area. In Section 3, we use the column-integrated tracer to112

validate the SOSE particle simulation.113

b. The Southern Ocean State Estimation (SOSE)114

We use passively advected synthetic particles to provide a more detailed view of tracer115

dispersion than that we can obtain from the DIMES in situ tracer alone. The performance116

of the particle simulation is largely determined by the velocity field. We use the SOSE117

product, because it is constrained by many observations including a large collection of Argo118

temperature and salinity profiles and satellite data. SOSE assimilates observational data119

via an adjoint method minimizing the misfit between the estimation and observations while120

conserving temperature, salinity, volume and momentum at each step (Mazloff et al. 2010).121

In this study, we use SOSE iteration-100, which consists of 6 years of daily-averaged data122

from 2005 to 2010 at 1/6 degree horizontal resolution with 42 vertical levels. An open123

boundary condition matching the ECCO product of Forget (2010) is applied. The results124

have been tested in several studies, which have shown, for example, in the DP region, that125

the vertical structure of the SOSE velocity is consistent with shipboard acoustic Doppler126

current profiles (Firing et al. 2011).127
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Figure 3 shows the mean surface dynamic topography (a, b, c) and surface eddy kinetic128

energy (EKE) (d, f) based on the AVISO data (Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of129

Satellite Oceanographic Ducet et al. (2000)) (a, d), the Earth Gravity Model 2008 (EGM08)130

(Pavlis et al. 2012) (b), and SOSE (c, f), in the DP region. In general, the SOSE fields131

are consistent with AVISO and EGM08 data both in the mean and EKE fields. Several132

exceptions exist. In the mean field, SOSE does not reproduce the Zapiola anticyclonic gyre133

(Mazloff et al. 2010), probably due to the inadequate representation of the trapped basin134

mode in the deep Argentine basin (Weijer et al. 2015). Because the EKE is directly related135

to eddy effective diffusivity, eddy mixing based on SOSE velocity may be underestimated in136

the regions where the SOSE EKE is weaker than observations. However, because our focus is137

south of 50◦S, where most of the DIMES tracer measurements were collected, discrepancies138

near the confluence zone have only modest impact on our analysis.139

c. Particle simulation of a point tracer release140

Eulerian tracer simulation is the most direct way to reproduce in-situ tracer evolution.141

However, tracer release in the real ocean is spatially confined, often within a patch smaller142

than the size of a single model grid cell. Ideally one can increase model resolution to explic-143

itly resolve the initial tracer patch as Tulloch et al. (2014) did. High-resolution numerical144

simulations, however, are computationally too expensive to be ideal for ensemble statistics.145

In addition, the direct Eulerian simulation of a point tracer in a coarse-resolution model146

suffers from artificial numerical noise and spurious numerical diffusion (Griffies 2004).147

Alternatively, a tracer patch can be treated as a collection of Lagrangian water parcels.148

The Lagrangian method has been common practice for studies of evolution of pollutants149

in the atmosphere (Stohl et al. 2005) and oceans (Terada and Chino 2008; Liu et al. 2011;150

Mariano et al. 2011) and for investigation of ocean general circulation (Döös et al. 2011;151

van Sebille et al. 2009, 2012, 2013). While particle simulations also have numerical errors,152

they have the advantages of theoretically infinitesimal resolution and controllable numerical153
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diffusion. Particles are particularly useful in simulating the transport and dispersion of a154

point tracer.155

In a cloud of particles, each particle carries a portion of the total tracer mass. Let c156

denote the mass per particle; then the corresponding Eulerian tracer concentration field157

C(x, t) can be written as158

C(x, t) =
N∑
i=0

W (x− xi(t))c, (1)

where N is the total number of particles, x is the particle position, and W is a smoothing159

kernel function that maps the particle density to tracer density and satisfies the normalization160

condition to conserve mass161 ∫
Ω

W dx dy dz = 1,

where Ω is the integral volume in three dimensions. The smoothing kernel W is an essential162

element in the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic approach in fluid simulation (Monaghan163

1992). Different forms of W exist with different projection errors. Here we consider passive164

particles and use a simple box-counting method with Gaussian smoothing (see Appendix A).165

The Lagrangian model and particle-tracer mapping are extensively discussed in Appendix166

A and B. The column integrated quantity is easily obtained by disregarding the vertical167

coordinate, i.e.,168 ∫
A

W dx dy = 1,

where A represents a horizontal area.169

A total of one million particles are used to reproduce the DIMES tracer release. This170

is sufficient at least for the first three years. The ideal number of particles N for tracer171

simulation should be N > 4πNoptmKt/∆x
2 (see Eq. A2), where Noptm is an empirical172

optimal number of particles per grid, K the effective diffusivity, t the elapsed time, and ∆x173

the resolution of the mapped tracer (see Appendix A). While Klocker and Ferrari (2012)174

have suggested that O(106) particles are essential for particle dispersion calculations, in our175

study we find that at day 500, 35,000 particles are in fact sufficient to account for 98% of176
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the variance produced by 106 particles. The CF3SF5 used in the DIMES project has the177

molar mass 196.005 g/mole. Distributing 76 kg CF3SF5 onto 106 particles yields 3.8765 ×178

10−4 mole/particle. The DIMES tracer was released on February 5, 2009, while particles in179

SOSE start from February 5, 2005. SOSE results show strong variability in seasonal but not180

inter-annual time scale, so that we expect the month of the year to be more important than181

the specific year in simulating tracer spreading.182

3. Direct comparison of the DIMES tracer with La-183

grangian simulations184

In this section, the SOSE tracer simulation is directly evaluated against the DIMES185

tracer measurements. The bottom-middle panel of Figure 3 shows the trajectories of a186

subset of the particles released along a line at 106.7◦W on the neutral density level 27.9 kg187

m−3. Those released at the DIMES tracer injection location are marked with red lines. The188

particle trajectories indicate the ocean circulation near DP. All the particles within the ACC189

travel eastward and pass through the DP. The trajectories become more tightly packed as190

the particles approach the DP, because the large-scale flow converges towards the DP and191

diverges meridionally after passing the DP and exiting the Scotia Sea. Particle density is192

mapped to tracer concentration using the particle mass calculated in the previous section,193

and directly compared with the DIMES tracer measurements from seven cruises.194

In Figure 4, the DIMES tracer measurements are marked as colored dots, and the results195

of the SOSE simulation are shown as background contours. The two fields share the same196

units, colorbar, and the elapsed days since their initial release. After one year, the distribu-197

tion of tracer concentration, both in observations measured by the US2 cruise and in SOSE198

simulation, shows high spatial heterogeneity. Extremely low and high tracer concentrations199

are adjacent to each other indicating the presence of tracer filamentation. The spatial dis-200

tribution of the DIMES tracer is expected to differ substantially from the simulated tracer201
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within the first couple of years, because SOSE does not capture individual eddies. Instead202

it minimizes the large-scale observation-model mismatch for the full six years.203

In the SOSE simulation, almost all of the tracer was in the southeast Pacific upstream204

of DP at the time of US2 cruise (after about 1 year). In SOSE, particles start to reach the205

entrance of the DP (defined to be 68.25◦W) around day 500. By the time of the UK2 cruise206

(about 700 days), about 50% of the particles are predicted to have entered DP, and by the207

UK2.5 (about 800 days) cruise about 70% of the particles have entered DP. The SOSE208

results suggest that the two cruises sampled almost the middle of the stretched tracer field.209

The UK2-observed tracer concentration is more homogeneous near 78◦W, to the west of210

the DP entrance, than at the entrance of the DP near 68◦W. This stems from the convergence211

of the ACC fronts, which occurs upstream of DP. The ACC convergence has a twofold impact.212

First, the two ACC fronts, the SAF and PF, act as barriers to the cross-frontal transport213

enclosing the tracer and obstructing the spatial tracer spreading. Second, the confluence of214

the two fronts generates enhanced lateral shear towards the DP, which can enhance shear-215

generated filamentation. For the UK2 cruise, the general match of color between dots and216

contours, especially over the Shackleton Fracture Zone near 58◦W, indicates that the rate217

of simulated particle spreading is consistent with that inferred from observations. Note that218

the EKE is larger in SOSE than in AVISO in the DP region south of the PF (Figure 3d,f),219

which may explain why the tracer distribution is more poleward in SOSE than in UK2220

measurements.221

At the time of the UK2.5 cruise, about 800 days after release, the SOSE simulation shows222

that a large portion of the tracer is retained near the DP between 80◦W and 55◦W. Two223

legs of the UK2.5 cruise surveyed the tail and the leading edge of the tracer field. At the tail224

near 77◦W, tracers are relatively homogeneous, bounded by low concentrations on the edges225

of the cruise track. The SOSE simulation shows similar characteristics. Even though the226

instantaneous tracer fields in simulations are not directly comparable to SOSE simulation227

values, their matched color contours at (80◦W, 61◦S) suggest that UK2.5 surveyed some228
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tracers trapped in mesoscale eddies. The leg over the Shackleton Fracture Zone observed229

less tracer than indicated by the SOSE simulation. The discrepancy is due to the spatial230

heterogeneity in the tracer distribution caused by segmented ACC jets Messias et al. (2015).231

The SOSE tracer distribution at the time of UK3 cruise is the best match to the mea-232

surements of all the cruises (Figure 4, UK3). A sharp transition in the tracer concentration233

over the Shackleton Ridge near (56◦W, 57◦S) occurs both in the SOSE simulation and ob-234

servations. This is a persistent feature in SOSE simulations, associated with the northward235

shift of the ACC fronts. In this region, the PF acts as a barrier to cross-frontal transport.236

The DP at the Shackleton Ridge is a choke point of the ACC, where the SAF and PF can237

be just one degree apart (Orsi et al. 1995; Sokolov and Rintoul 2009) and sometimes merge238

(Cunningham and Pavic 2007). After passing this point, the SAF and PF diverge. The239

SAF meanders northward following the continental slope of South America as the Malvinas240

Current. The PF, however, does not meander to the north but instead extends eastward.241

Much of the tracer is bounded by the two fronts and tends to homogenize between the fronts242

to yield almost uniform tracer distributions as shown in both SOSE simulation and obser-243

vations (Figure 4, UK3). A large portion of the SOSE tracer is carried by the Malvinas244

Current northward toward the Brazil-Malvinas confluence, and it returns back to the south245

after significant mixing (shown in Section 4). The DIMES tracer observed in the Falkland246

Trough also appears in the SOSE simulation albeit with smaller amplitude.247

By the time of UK4 and UK5, the majority of the tracer has exited the DP into the248

Argentine Basin. SOSE tracer over the Scotia Ridge is consistent with DIMES measurements249

both in amplitude and in spatial distribution. There is excess SOSE tracer in the Argentine250

Basin just north of the North Scotia Ridge compared with measurements. This may be251

caused by under-simulated eddy energy within this region (Figure 3).252

In addition to the the visual comparison of the amplitude and horizontal distribution of253

the two fields in Figure 4, the meridional spreading can be assessed by quantifying the mean254

tracer distribution in sea surface height (SSH) coordinate, which also indicates ACC front255
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position. The detailed justification of the SSH coordinate is deferred to Section 4. Here256

the DIMES tracer is binned to the 60-day-time-mean SSH field for each cruise. The SSH257

data are derived from the AVISO product (Ducet et al. 2000). Because the SOSE SSH field258

is noisy and does not match the AVISO data, the AVISO SSH is used to provide a single259

coordinate system for both tracer fields.260

The binned tracer in SSH coordinates is shown in Figure 5. In general, SOSE particles261

reproduces the DIMES tracer in terms of the meridional spreading and amplitude. Both262

fields show a clear poleward drift of tracer in time. Tracer peaks at certain SSH levels are263

also robust in both fields. In the next section we show that the poleward drift is associated264

with the upwelling branch of the SOMOC. The peak values in SSH coordinates are due to265

the tracer trapping by ACC fronts. However, there are exceptions for the UK3 and UK4,266

in which the tracer between the -0.1 m and 0.1 m SSH levels is underestimated by the267

SOSE tracer. The discrepancies in both UK3 and UK4 measurements are associated with268

the measurements in the Falkland Trough. The ocean circulation in the narrow trough is269

possibly not well resolved by the SOSE’s 1/6 degree model grid.270

We carry out additional simulations to evaluate the sensitivity of the SOSE simulation to271

the initial tracer location, time of the release, and sub-grid parameterization. The DIMES272

tracer and the re-sampled SOSE tracer concentration are shown in Figure 6.273

The degree to which the particle simulations reproduce the observations depends more on274

dynamical regime than geographic location. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the simulation275

to the particle releasing locations (A, B, C, D) and timing (D1), and the parameterized eddy276

diffusivity (D2). DIMES tracer was injected at location A (gray). While A was located in a277

stagnant region in the real ocean during early February 2009, it is in a different dynamical278

regime in early February 2005 in SOSE. After shifting the release location to B, C, and D in279

the model, we observe clear changes in the tracer concentration (red, blue and green symbols).280

Location B is in an ACC jet. The particles released at B travel faster eastward than the281

particles released at the other three locations, which results in higher tracer concentrations282
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especially for US2. Velocities at C and D are small. The simulated tracer concentrations in283

these two cases are closer to the observations (Fig. 6, blue and green). In particular, because284

D is located in a trough, which is similar to the ocean condition during the DIMES tracer285

injection, case D (green) gives the best simulation of the observations among the four cases286

(A, B, C, D). These results indicate that the initial dynamical regime is more important for287

tracer dispersion and evolution than the actual geographic release location. As a result, case288

D1 (magenta), in which particles are released at the same location but 10 days after case D,289

shows different results from case D, especially during the first two years (US2, UK2).290

Having a background parameterized eddy diffusivity is crucially important for the model291

to capture the correct tracer dispersion (cyan). Reducing κh from 25 m2 s−1 in case D292

to 0 in case D2 results in an obviously unrealistic tracer simulation. The maximum tracer293

concentrations in D2 are much larger than the observed ones or the ones in case D, especially294

for US2. The range of the tracer concentration is also much larger in D2 than in D1.295

These unrealistic results are due to the lack of sub-grid mixing. Other sensitivity tests with296

κ = 20, 30, 50 m2 s−1 do not show changes in tracer amplitude.297

To summarize, the SOSE particle simulation reasonably reproduces the horizontal spread-298

ing of the DIMES tracer both in amplitude and in spatial distribution. SOSE particles cap-299

ture the tracer poleward drift and the tracer trapping by fronts. The correspondence between300

the simulated values and the observations is better during UK2.5 and UK3, due to the fact301

that the confluence of the ACC limits the tracer spreading and reduces the uncertainties in302

the spatial variation of the tracer concentration. Even though there is no clear structural303

association between the simulated and observed tracer fields for US2, both fields show strong304

heterogeneity. The poleward drift in both datasets is consistent with the zonally averaged305

SOMOC for this density class. The reasonably good reproduction of the observations by306

the SOSE simulation gives confidence in the robustness of the statistics and results that are307

presented in the following sections.308
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4. Cross-stream transport309

Expanding on the work of Thompson and Sallée (2012), who advected virtual particles310

using altimetry-derived velocities, here we use particles in SOSE to investigate the geographic311

locations of cross-frontal exchange. We first quantify cross-frontal exchange on the 27.9312

neutral density level, and then study the cross-frontal exchange on other density levels.313

Results show that the DP and the Scotia Sea regions are a vigorous “blender” characterized314

by an enhanced cross-frontal exchange.315

a. Streamline coordinate316

Defining a streamline coordinate is the first step in quantifying cross-stream transport.317

This is a difficult task for the non-stationary and highly segmented ACC. Early studies based318

on watermass properties along hydrographic sections show that the ACC is composed of three319

circumpolar fronts, the Subantarctic Front (SAF), the Polar Front (PF) and the southern320

ACC Front (sACCF) (Orsi et al. 1995; Belkin and Gordon 1996). The ACC fronts vary321

substantially with longitude. Studies using high-resolution hydrographic sections (Sokolov322

and Rintoul 2002), satellite data (Gille 1994; Hughes and Ash 2001; Sokolov and Rintoul323

2007; Thompson and Sallée 2012), and high-resolution numerical simulations (Hallberg and324

Gnanadesikan 2006; Thompson et al. 2010) show that ACC fronts lack circumpolar continuity325

and frequently branch and merge. In addition, major topographic features support stationary326

meanders that are similar in spatial scale to transient eddies. The lack of eddy-mean scale327

separation and the heterogeneous characteristics of the ACC fronts introduce ambiguities in328

the definition of the streamline coordinate. The uncertainty in streamline definition leads to329

uncertainties in the quantification of cross-stream transport.330

A number of recent studies have identified difficulties associated with identifying a robust331

streamline for analysis (Griesel et al. 2010, 2012; Gille 2014; Chapman 2014; Peña Molino332

et al. 2014; Dufour et al. 2015). Following numerous previous studies (e.g., Sokolov and333
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Rintoul 2009), we choose to define streamlines based on SSH contours. Although the ACC334

is easily defined on the basis of SSH, there is no dynamical reason why the ACC fronts must335

follow a specific SSH contour. In fact, SSH contours are frequently found to migrate between336

energetic elongated structures as a result of jet merging and branching (Sallée et al. 2008;337

Thompson and Sallée 2012). However, the mean SSH is a better coordinate system than338

temperature or salinity because of its monotonic structure in the meridional direction.339

Seasonal variations in SSH could potentially result in seasonal biases in quantities com-340

puted relative to time-mean SSH streamline coordinates. We evaluated this by comparing341

two coordinate systems, one based on the 6-year-mean SSH field and another on the 60-day342

running-mean SSH field, both from SOSE. We did not find differences that were significant343

enough to alter our conclusions in the following sections. As an example, Figure 7 shows344

the trajectory and SSH of a randomly selected particle that was released just south of the345

DIMES location. The SSH fields are similar overall. The 60-day averaged SSH is more346

variable than the time-mean SSH, which contrasts with the commonly accepted notion that347

particles more closely follow contemporaneous rather than time-mean SSH contours. Despite348

the increased variability, we are able to separate the long-time cross-stream transport from349

short-time fluctuations by low-pass filtering. Unless otherwise stated, we use the time-mean350

SSH field as the coordinate system in the following analyses because it is smoother than351

instantaneous SSH.352

The particle trajectory shows the influence of DP on cross-stream transport. The particle353

starts at SSH level -0.8 m in the southeast Pacific and stays close to this level for about 900354

days, then jumps to -0.2 m between 900 and 1100 days (Figure 7). This time period coincides355

with the particle reaching the entrance of DP where the PF meanders northward toward356

the SAF. Here the particle enters the SAF and flows into Malvinas Current. The large357

fluctuations during the time of streamline-crossing indicate the local eddy effect. Similarly,358

the large fluctuations around day 1250 (Figure 7 top) are due to the eddies in the Brazil-359

Malvinas confluence zone (orange dots in Figure 7 bottom).360
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b. Quantifying cross-stream events361

Let ψ(Xi(t)) represent the SSH value along a particle trajectory Xi(t). We define a cross-362

stream event as a change of ψ larger than 5 cm in five days. We found that changing this363

criterion affects the absolute number of cross-stream event but leaves the spatial distribution364

unchanged, as also noted by Thompson and Sallée (2012).365

Figure 8 shows an example of the cross-stream events of two randomly chosen particles.366

Two initially adjacent particles travel in proximity to each other before bifurcating near the367

DP. Even though the two particle trajectories diverge right after the DP, they eventually368

converge at the PF in the South Atlantic after about 5 years. Frequent cross-streamline369

transport occurs near the DP entrance and exit, both between the SAF and PF and near370

the Malvinas-Brazil confluence (Fig. 9a).371

The average direction of the tracer spreading relative to the SSH coordinate is measured372

by the mean cross-stream transport for all cross-stream events. The point tracer spreads373

toward lower SSH level, i.e. southward, except for the first 50 days of initial adjustment374

(Fig. 9b). This southward spreading is consistent with the zonally averaged SOMOC which375

supports southward transport on the 27.9 neutral density level (Mazloff et al. 2013).376

The intensity of the cross-stream exchange is measured by the mean absolute cross-stream377

transport (Fig. 9c). Enhanced exchange occurs near the DP, consistent with Thompson and378

Sallée (2012) and Sallée et al. (2011).379

c. Time evolution of the particle Probability Distribution Function in SSH coordinates380

The poleward shift of the particle cloud is clearly shown in the Hovmöller diagrams of the381

particle probability density function (PDF) in SSH coordinates (Figure 10). The two SSH382

coordinates, one based on the 6-year-mean (left) and another based on 60-day running mean383

(right), both reveal the migration of particle clusters toward more negative SSH values. As384

shown in Figure 7, the SSH of particles is noisier in the 60-day-running mean field, so that385
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the Hovmöller diagram exhibits finer structures and larger cross-stream fluctuations in the386

60-day-running mean field than in the 6-year-mean field. Nonetheless, the poleward drift is387

robust regardless of SSH coordinates. It is consistent with the diagnosis shown in Figure 9b388

and is especially clear between 500 and 1000 days. The migration is not a gradual process389

but occurs as jumps from one SSH level to another through time. A dramatic shift occurs390

between 700 and 800 days, when the center of the particle cloud passes through the DP and391

Scotia Sea regions.392

Particle distributions are not strictly single-Gaussian but have multiple significant peaks393

not only in SSH coordinates as shown in Figure 10, but also in the zonal and meridional394

directions (Fig. 11). For example, the particle PDFs in the zonal direction at day 400 and395

500 both show significant multi-modal features, an indication of an inhomogeneous eddy field396

(Fig. 11 top). The PDF in the latitude coordinate cannot be explained by a single-Gaussian397

function. The bi-modal distribution is shown at day 500 in the latitude coordinate, but is398

evident at both day 400 and day 500 in the SSH coordinate. Particle density peaks at -0.06399

m and -0.2 m SSH level at day 400, and at -0.06 m and -0.22 m at day 500 (Fig. 11). The400

bi-modal distribution is a robust feature that appears both in the SOSE simulation, and also401

in the DIMES US2 tracer measurements and in other numerical simulations (LaCasce et al.402

2014; Tulloch et al. 2014).403

Around day 800, when more than 80% of the particles have entered DP (Figure 13), the404

maximum of the particle PDF jumps from -0.25 m to about -0.5 m. This resembles the405

leaky jets regime discussed by Thompson and Sallée (2012) and by Naveira Garabato et al.406

(2011). Fronts often act as barriers to cross-frontal tracer transport. However, fronts tend407

to break and meander over the topographic transition regions leading to enhanced cross-408

frontal transport. This enhancement is further illustrated in the bifurcations in particle409

trajectories shown in Figure 12. Here groups of particles start from the same location but410

reach different latitudes and SSH levels. The blue and yellow lines represent the particles that411

went eastward toward the Scotia Arc. These particles clearly drift away from the rest only412
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after passing the Shackleton Ridge (blue) and Endurance Fracture Zone (yellow) (Figure 12).413

The majority of the particles (purple, green, red) in the SAF and PF travel northward over414

the North Scotia Ridge near 49◦W, 53.3◦S, and then diverge into three main pathways. One415

branch (red) follows the south rim of the Falkland Plateau. It first travels eastward and then416

northward toward Falkland Fracture Zone near 38◦W, 49◦S. The two other branches (green417

and purple) travel over the Falkland Plateau. One overshoots at the Falkland Escarpment418

toward the Argentine abyssal plane and then travels eastward (green). Another (purple)419

follows the continental slope within the Malvinas Current and eastward after reaching the420

Brazil-Malvinas confluence zone. The original small tracer patch is distributed over a broad421

range of latitudes and SSH levels due to these trajectory bifurcations. The bifurcations are a422

result of the topographic break-down of the jet inhibition of cross-frontal transport, denoted423

as the “leaky jet effect”.424

To summarize, particle PDF evolution shows enhanced cross-stream transport as parti-425

cles passing through regions with strong topographic influence, i.e., the DP and Scotia Sea426

longitude. The enhanced cross-stream exchange is consistent with the leaky jet argument.427

In theory, strong geostrophic fronts inhibit cross-frontal tracer transport due to potential428

vorticity constraints. In an idealized flat bottom periodic channel configuration, mixing429

is enhanced only near the critical layer, where the propagation speed of a perturbation is430

equal and opposite to the speed of the mean flow (e.g., Ferrari and Nikurashin 2010). In431

reality, ACC fronts vary substantially along stream resulting from interactions with bot-432

tom topography. The strong topographic regulation results in an enhanced cross-stream433

exchange associated with jet breaking points (Thompson and Sallée 2012; Naveira Gara-434

bato et al. 2011; Sallée et al. 2011). In these leaky jet regions, cross-stream exchange is435

also enhanced due to the originally tightly-packed streamlines (Abernathey and Cessi 2014).436

Four major topographic features that are associated with enhanced cross-frontal transport437

are the Shackleton Ridge, fracture zones in the Scotia Sea, the North Scotia Ridge and the438

Falkland Plateau. The DP and Scotia Sea regions function as a blender generating vigorous439
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cross-frontal transport.440

d. The vertical distribution of the cross frontal transport441

The simulated point tracer release shows that the particles that originate at 110◦W on442

the 27.9 neutral density layer between the SAF and the PF in the southeast Pacific drift443

poleward. This is consistent with the zonally averaged SOMOC, in which the poleward and444

upward upwelling branch is sandwiched between the 27.6 and 28.0 neutral density layers.445

Now we extend this to analyze a full latitude-depth section. Particles are released along a446

latitude-depth section from 70◦S to 45◦S and from top to bottom at 110◦W. The particles447

originate from a mesh with 1/12◦ meridional grid spacing and 10-m vertical spacing, and are448

advected for 5 years in SOSE.449

In Lagrangian coordinates, the time-mean cross-stream transport is simply the difference450

between particle coordinates at the end and the beginning of an averaging period:451

∆ψ |t2t1= ψ(t2|x0, y0, z0, t0)− ψ(t1|x0, y0, z0, t0).

The ∆ψ is a true Lagrangian integration, and accounts for both mean and eddy effects. With452

a sufficiently long averaging time, it becomes less sensitive to inaccuracies in the choice of453

streamline coordinate.454

We subdivide the first 1000 days into two 500-day periods. Particles mostly stay in the455

southeast Pacific region during the first 500 days and then pass through DP during the456

second 500 days. Figure 14 shows ∆ψ |500d
0d (y0, z0) and ∆ψ |1000d

500d (y0, z0) at the particle457

release coordinates. We overlay the 27.6 and 28.0 neutral density contours, because they458

bound the poleward upwelling branch in the zonally averaged Southern Ocean meridional459

overturning circulation (Lumpkin and Speer 2007; Mazloff et al. 2013).460

During the first 500 days, the cross-stream transport shown by particles (top panel of461

Figure 14) indicates that particles move both northward and southward relative to the refer-462

ence streamlines, with no clear SOMOC structure. Changes in SSH are of large amplitude,463
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due to the fact that the ACC fronts in the deep southeast Pacific are not anchored by topog-464

raphy so that the time-mean SSH does not act as a guide for particles. The displacement465

data indicate no clear difference in dynamics in the upper ocean compared with the deeper466

ocean in the southeast Pacific.467

During the second 500 days, most of the particles have gone through DP, and espe-468

cially those released above the 28.0 level. In the lower panel of Figure 14, the well-organized469

band of the poleward particle transport clearly corresponds to the poleward-upwelling region470

between 27.6 and 28.0. Above and below the poleward band, particles tend to move equator-471

ward. This banded structure implies the presence of a well-defined meridional overturning472

circulation within a zonally averaged framework. The fact that the meridional overturning is473

not detectable in the first 500 days suggests that the zonally-averaged SOMOC is governed474

by processes that occur in DP and in the regions to its east. The poleward-upwelling in475

the SOMOC is a result of the imbalance between wind-driven northward Ekman transport476

and isopycnal relaxation by mesoscale eddies. Ekman transport tends to lift isopycnals to477

increase the local baroclinicity, but mesoscale eddies act opposing effect. Thompson and478

Naveira Garabato (2014) noted that the isopycnal slope is steeper upstream than down-479

stream of major topographic features. The downstream smaller isopycnal slope is due to480

enhanced baroclinic instability associated with topography (MacCready and Rhines 2001).481

Our diagnosis indicates that Circumpolar Deep Water is carried southward across sreamlines482

primarily in the hot spots associated with topography.483

While local cross-stream exchanges could appear to be amplified if time-mean streamlines484

have less curvature than instantaneous streamlines, the long-term average shows a clear485

subsurface poleward transport sandwiched between the 27.6 and 28.0 neutral density layers,486

corresponding to the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water and to the poleward transport in487

the SOMOC. The MOC-like pattern of the subsurface poleward transport forms after the488

particles enter DP, highlighting the importance of local dynamics in contributing to zonally489

averaged quantification. This regional contrast echoes earlier studies (e.g., Thompson and490
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Sallée 2012) that estimated that local hot-spots of cross frontal exchange occupy only 20% of491

the ACC zonal extent but can account for more than 75% of the total cross-frontal exchange.492

5. Conclusions493

This study has validated the SOSE particle dispersion against the DIMES tracer mea-494

surements. One million particles are used to represent the 76 kg CF3SF5 released by DIMES495

and advected by the SOSE velocity fields. The direct comparisons show that SOSE is effec-496

tive in simulating the DIMES measurements, both in terms of the horizontal spreading and497

in terms of the cross-stream transport.498

Sensitivity studies based on SOSE particles show that the Lagrangian sub-grid mixing499

parameterization on particles is important for a point-tracer simulation. A random walk500

model with Kh = 20-30 m2 s−1 is optimal for the particle simulation in the 1/6 degree SOSE.501

This scaling is consistent with Boland et al. (2015) who used DIMES tracer measurements502

to infer that the submesoscale mixing in the southeast Pacific is about 25 m2 s−1.503

The sensitivity studies also show that the initial dynamical condition is an important504

factor for realistic simulation of the tracer spreading during the first two years. DIMES tracer505

was released in a stagnant region of the southeast Pacific, and advected westward during the506

first month. This initial westward transport influenced the timing of downstream spreading.507

Without the initial stall, tracers travel faster in model simulations than in observations.508

The SOSE simulation with particles released in a similar stagnant region near the DIMES509

tracer release location match the DIMES measurements better than the simulation with510

particles released exactly at the DIMES tracer release location but with a different dynamical511

condition.512

Both SOSE particles and the DIMES tracer show a robust poleward transport of the513

tracer. For the SOSE simulation, this transport is associated with several localized hot-514

spots for cross-stream transport, including the Shackleton Ridge, the fracture zones in the515
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Scotia Sea, the north Scotia Ridge, and the Falkland Plateau. The enhanced cross-frontal516

transport in these regions, especially in the Drake Passage and Scotia Sea regions, is due517

to the “leaky jet effect” associated with topographic influence. Particles travel within jets518

and are easily leaked out at topographic transition regions where jets often break into eddies519

and streamlines begin to diverge. Streamlines first converge before entering the DP, then520

diverge at the exit. This geometric configuration, formed by bathymetry, also facilitates the521

cross-stream transport.522

We also carry out a particle release experiment initializing on a depth-latitude section523

along 110◦W to study the local MOC. The results show that the upwelling branch of the524

zonally-averaged SOMOC between the 27.6 and 28.0 neutral density levels is clearly repre-525

sented by the particle shift in streamline coordinate. The particle SSH shift shows a pattern526

that resembles the zonally averaged SOMOC, but only after particles pass through the DP527

and Scotia Sea regions, thus demonstrating the importance of these regions in forming the528

Southern Ocean meridional circulation. This is consistent with theories in which eddy fluxes529

are enhanced downstream of elevated topography due to increased baroclinic instability. The530

DP and Scotia Sea longitudes are hot-spots for the poleward along-isopycnal transport of the531

Southern Ocean Circumpolar Deep Waters. It is hypothesized that the poleward-upwelling532

in the zonally-averaged SOMOC is accomplished by a limited number of hot-spots. Here we533

focused on the DP regions; a detailed decomposition of the zonally-averaged SOMOC in a534

Lagrangian framework for the rest of the Southern Ocean is left for future work.535
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APPENDIX A545

546

Particle-Tracer Projection547

There are three sources of errors in Lagrangian tracer simulations. The first one comes548

from the discretization of a continuous distribution of fluid into a finite number of particles.549

This type of error is related to Lagrangian resolution, which in principle is similar to the550

resolution in Eulerian models. The discretization error can be reduced by increasing the551

number of particles.552

The second type of error comes from the Eulerian velocity field. In our Lagrangian553

particle tracking model, particle motions are not constrained to obey Newtonian laws, i.e.,554

particles are regarded as massless and have no acceleration nor interaction. Instead, particle555

velocities are obtained from a companion Eulerian model. Particles can move within an556

Eulerian grid box, but their velocities are derived from an interpolation of the Eulerian557

velocity. First of all, the degree of the realism of the Eulerian model, which suffers from a558

lack of spatial resolution, is often low. Errors inherited from the less realistic Eulerian model559

can not be reduced by any amendment to the Lagrangian method. In this study, the SOSE560

fields are chosen, as they have been proven in previous studies to be consistent with most561

observations. Second, the interpolation process can introduce uncertainties in long-range562

trajectories. These uncertainties can be reduced by ensemble average.563

The third type of error comes from the mapping of discrete particles onto a mesh to re-564

trieve tracer concentration. There are many weighting functions W for the mapping (Bagt-565

zoglou et al. 1992). The most direct way is the box-counting method, which divides the566

total volume into grid boxes and measures tracer concentration as the enclosed particle mass567

divided by the grid volume δV in three dimensions, or the grid area δA in two dimensions.568
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The 2D box-counting weighting function W is written as569

W (x− xi(t)) =


1

δxδy
|x− xi| ≤ δx; |y − yi| ≤ δy

0 elsewhere.

This method is computationally efficient for a regular grid, but becomes difficult to apply for570

irregular ones. In addition, one needs a large number of particles to realistically represent a571

true tracer field especially after the initial point-tracer widely spreads.572

There are other smooth weighting functions that consider particle mass to be spatially573

structured instead of a delta function. It is equivalent to consider the weighting function as a574

probability distribution of the particle position. Assuming that the probability distribution575

is Gaussian, the weighting function is576

W (x− xi(t)) =
1

δxδy
exp

(
−π(x− xi(t))2

δx2
− π(y − yi(t))2

δy2

)
.

In principle, a large number of particles and smoother weighting functions are associated577

with smaller mapping error. Here we test the dependence of the mapping error on the578

number of particles N and the width of the weighting function δx or δy. We conduct the579

test based on a one-dimensional tracer profile, assuming the tracer distribution isotropic. A580

tracer field with a Gaussian concentration distribution,581

Ĉ(x) =
1√
2π

exp

(
−x

2

2

)
,

can be represented by a cloud of N particles with a normal distribution582

xi = N (0, 1), i = 0 · · ·N − 1, (A1)

whereN (0, 1) represents the normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The total583

tracer mass is
∫∞
−∞ Ĉdx = 1, and the particle mass is c = 1/N . Substituting these relations584

into Eq. A1, we get the tracer concentration. The tracer concentration is evaluated on a585

grid consisting of Ng bins within −5 < x < 5. The resulting mapped tracer concentration586
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has resolution δx = 10/Ng. The mapping error ε is defined as587

ε = r.m.s
(
C(nδx)− Ĉ(nδx)

)
, n = 1 · · ·Ng.

Figure 15 shows the noise to signal ratio ε
√

2π of (a) the box-counting and (b) the588

Gaussian methods as a function of Ng and N . The Gaussian method always outperforms589

the box-counting method especially over the small Ng and large N range (see Figure 15c).590

For a small number of particles (<1000), smaller Ng results in smaller error. The larger error591

associated with the smaller Ng is due to over-smoothing. In general, mapping errors decrease592

as the number of particles N increases. Figure (16) shows the error as a function of number593

of particles per grid box taken along Ng = 100. The mapping error is proportional to N−1/2
594

for both methods, which is consistent with previous studies (Bagtzoglou et al. 1992).595

Mapping error increases with time too, because as a tracer blob expands due to diffusion,596

the number of particles per grid box will decrease, resulting in increased mapping error. For597

a pure diffusive process, the size of a tracer blob scales as Ltracer ∼ (2Kt)1/2, where K is598

the diffusivity. Consequently, the number of particles per grid box decreases as a function of599

(2Kt)−1/2 given a fixed number of particles. The mapping errors then increase as a function600

of (2Kt)1/2. Combining two error sources together gives601

ε ∼
(

2Kt

N

)1/2

.

This relationship is for an infinite domain, where the tracer blob can expand indefinitely.602

However, for an enclosed domain such as an ocean basin with length scale L, there exists an603

upper bound on εbound ∼ L/N1/2 , because particles are not spreading forever. The timescale604

for reaching εbound is tbound = L2/K, in which the relationship Ltracer = (2Kt)1/2 is used.605

These relationships can be used to infer the optimal number of particles needed for a606

certain simulation. For example, by requiring each grid box with size ∆x to contain the607

optimal number of particles Noptm, the optimal number of particles scales as608

N ≥ 4πKtNoptm/∆x
2, (A2)
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where 4πKt corresponds to the area of a tracer blob at time t with the diffusivity of the609

turbulent field K, and 4πKtNoptm/∆x
2 corresponds to the number of grid box within the610

tracer blob at time t with ∆x being the Eulerian tracer resolution. Take the scaling in the611

southeast Pacific region, substituting K ∼ 700 m2 /s (Tulloch et al. 2014), t = 500 days,612

∆x ∼ 20 km to Eq. A2, then the optimal number of particles is613

N ≈ 38000.

This is a back-of-envelop calculation. We further tested this relationship using the one614

million particles. Figure 17 shows the percentage of the variance as a function of particle615

numbers at the end of 500 days. We found that 35000 particles are sufficient to represent616

98% of the variance of the one million particles. One caveat is that we derived the relation617

based only on diffusive physics. This relation can be slightly difference for cases concerning618

intermittent turbulent patches and for cases with strong shears.619
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APPENDIX B620

621

Lagrangian particle tracking622

Particle tracking623

We integrate particle trajectories using the deterministic SOSE velocities and a param-624

eterized diffusion process. The deterministic part from SOSE is625

dxi
dt

= vi,

where xi is the position of the ith particle and vi is its interpolated SOSE velocity vector.626

The sub-grid parameterized process is simulated by a Lagrangian stochastic process. SOSE627

implements a constant horizontal hyper-diffusivity and hyper-viscosity and vertical Laplacian628

diffusivity and viscosity. There is no direct way of representing the hyper-diffusivity using629

particles, so we scale the hyper-diffusivity to a Laplacian diffusivity. The tracer concentration630

tendency due to a Laplacian diffusion is ∂C
∂t

= ∇ ·K∇C, where K represents the diffusivity631

vector (κx, κy, κz). This down-gradient effective diffusion is meant to represent the mixing632

due to the Brownian motion and can be modeled by a random walk scheme in a Lagrangian633

model. There is then an additional displacement for each particle due to sub-grid turbulence634

∆xi =
√

2Kδtω(t), (B1)

where ω represents a Weiner process of unit variance and δt denotes the time step for the635

particle trajectory integration. The particle trajectory in a discrete form becomes636

xn+1
i = xni + viδt+

√
2Kδtω(t),

where n represents the number of time step. The evolution of the second moment of a cloud637

of particles follows638

d〈x− x〉2

dt
= 2K, (B2)
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where 〈·〉 represents the ensemble average and x represents the center of mass. In practice,639

the random number generator for ω should be carefully chosen because not all are suitable640

for use in random walk models (Hunter et al. 1993). Here we implement the normal random641

number generator algorithm described by Kinderman and Monahan (1977). The second642

moment of a cloud of particles simulated by the generator follows Eq. (B2) within one643

standard deviation (figure not shown).644

Mixed layer parameterization645

The nonlocal K-profile parameterization (KPP) (Large et al. 1994) is used in SOSE to646

represent the unresolved processes involved in vertical mixing in the surface mixed-layer.647

KPP encapsulates the turbulent mixing generated by shear instability and convection into648

a simple parameterized flux form649

wx(d) = −K
(
∂X

∂z
− γ
)
, (B3)

where wx represents the turbulent vertical flux, K represents the parameterized boundary650

layer vertical diffusivity, ∂X/∂z is the vertical gradient of a mean property X (momentum,651

active and passive tracers), and γ represents a non-local transport invoked by convection652

(Large et al. 1994). The boundary layer diffusivity K is a function of depth and specified as653

K(σ) = hw(σ)G(σ), where σ = d/h is a dimensionless vertical coordinate that varies from 0654

to 1 in the boundary layer with a height of h and G(σ) is a non-dimensional vertical shape655

function.656

The particle behavior corresponding to the KPP parameterization is more complicated657

to simulate than the case with constant background eddy diffusivities. As K is z-dependent,658

we should consider the effect of the spatial variation of K in the evolution of the tracer659

distribution. Define the normalized n-th moment of a tracer C as N∗n = Mn/M0, where660
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Mn =
∫∞
−∞Cx

ndx. It can be shown that661

d

dt
N∗1 = K ′ (B4)

d

dr
N∗2 = 2K(0) + 4K ′N∗1 (B5)

where K(0) is the zeroth order Taylor expansion of K, and K ′ represents dK/dz (Hunter662

et al. 1993). With the proper initial condition that sets N∗1 = N∗2 = 0 at t = 0, the first663

and second moments are proportional to N∗1 = K ′t and N∗2 = 2K(N∗1 )t, respectively. This664

means that with the presence of a slowly varying diffusivity, the center of mass represented665

by N∗1 drifts with a velocity K ′ toward regions with larger diffusivities. The second moment666

relative to the origin increases similarly to the constant diffusivity case but with K evaluated667

at the location of the center of mass, which is changing with time. The discretized particle668

trajectory associated with the spatially slowly varying diffusivity is669

zn+1
i = zni + (wi +K ′(zni ))δt+

√
2K(zni +K ′(zni )δt)δtω(t) (B6)

The nonlocal transport flux Kγ can be modeled by a particle-reshuffling process within670

mixed layer as described in the next section.671

Offline calculation672

Our goal is to develop an efficient method for studies that require a large number of673

ensembles with a large number of particles. The particle module included in the MITgcm674

packages enables the model to calculate online particle trajectories (Klocker and Ferrari675

2012). However, the online particle tracking becomes unaffordable when the number of676

ensemble becomes large. We aim to test an efficient offline particle tracking method using677

the available SOSE output.678

The particle tracking model retrieves particle velocity using tri-linear interpolation scheme679

in space and linear interpolation in time from the surrounding 8 gridded SOSE velocity points680

at two successive time steps. The model uses an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme681
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for trajectory integration. The model implements the reflective boundary condition at the682

surface and bottom. The reflective boundary condition is important in correctly simulating683

tracers especially near the bottom of small valleys.684

The SOSE horizontal hyper-diffusivity is scaled to a Laplacian diffusivity and parameter-685

ized using a random walk module. The particle behavior can become much more complicated686

for mixed-layer processes. The ideal case is a direct simulation of the KPP process, with687

depth-dependent K profile and a non-local transport, as described in the previous section.688

The offline computation of mixed-layer processes, however, is limited by the time interval of689

the model output, δtoutput hereafter, which is longer than the time interval required by the690

direct simulation as described below.691

The time step, ∆t, for accurate particle track integration is upper-bounded by several692

factors related to the dominant length, velocity, grid size, and time scales. First, ∆t should693

be smaller than the eddy time scale to avoid aliasing in the temporal domain and to capture694

the correct eddy variability. The dominant time scale for the Southern Ocean eddy variability695

is more than order of 10 days (figure not shown). Second, we need ∆t < Le/Ue, where Le696

and Ue are the eddy length and velocity scales, respectively, to ensure that particles will well697

sample and not jump through eddies within one time step. Consider Le ∼ 50 km and Ue ∼ 20698

cm/s, then ∆t < 2.9 days. Third, the “equivalent diffusive velocity” is Ud =
√

2K/∆t given699

a diffusivity coefficient K. We require ∆t to be small enough to ensure that the spreading of700

a tracer patch will not exceed, within one time step, the eddy length Le or the typical domain701

size for example the mixed-layer depth so that Le > Ud∆t. Given a horizontal diffusivity702

K = 800 m2/s and an eddy length scale Le ∼ 50 km, ∆t < L2
e/2K ≡ 18 days. Within703

the mixed-layer, the KPP diffusivity Kkpp can become as large as 2× 10−2 m2/s. Assuming704

mixed-layer depth hmld ∼ 50 m, we get ∆t < h2
mld/Kkpp ≡ 1.5 days.705

Based on the above scaling, using 1-day-averaged velocity in the Iteration 100 is sufficient706

to represent the mesoscale eddy activities. We approximate the particle behavior in the707

mixed-layer using a random displacement model with a uniform distribution in the vertical708
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direction,709

zn+1
i = (hmld + ∆h)R(0, 1), if zni < hmld, (B7)

where ∆h represents the thickness of the transition layer through which water can be ad-710

vected into and out of the mixed-layer, and R(0, 1) represents the uniform distribution with711

the lower bound 0 and upper bound 1. We assume that the surface mixed-layer will be712

well-mixed within a limit of days, so that mixed-layer particles are “shuffled” every five days713

in our model.714

The daily-averaged output also captures the high frequency energy energy between 1 and715

5 days. The high-frequency eddy energy is relatively small in the ACC core regions but not716

in the regions near islands and shallow sea mounts or outside the ACC core (Fig. 18), where717

the high-frequency energy is probably due to fast barotropic or coastal trapped waves.718
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Table 1. The timing information of the eight DIMES cruises.

Cruise Time days since US1
US1 (1/8/2009-2/24/2009) –
US2 (1/16/2010-3/1/2010) 344
UK2 (12/1/2010-1/20/2011) 663

UK2.5 (4/9/2011-4/26/2011) 792
US3 (8/20/2011-8/20/2011) 925
UK3 (1/31/2012-3/22/2012) 1089
UK4 (3/9/2013-5/1/2013) 1492
UK5 (3/9/2014-3/24/2014) 1857
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Fig. 1. The SSH fields with the local mean removed (contours) for DIMES US1 (left)
and SOSE particle simulations (right). The SSH fields are the February 3, 2009 snapshot
from the AVISO product (left), and the February 5, 2005 from SOSE (right). The vectors
represent the surface geostrophic velocity derived from the SSH. In the right panel, the
vectors represent the velocity field at 1550 meters. The black dot-cross symbols in both
panels mark the same DIMES tracer release location. The B, C, and D mark the locations
of the three other tracer release tested in the particle simulations. The distances to the
DIMES location A, are 85 km, 50 km, and 92 km for B, C, and D, respectively. All locations
are between the SAF and PF.
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Fig. 2. The location of DIMES CTD stations superimposed on a colored bathymetry map.
The gray contour marks the 4000-meter isobath.
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Fig. 3. Top: comparison of the 6-year-mean SSH between the SOSE (right) and the satellite
products (AVISO on the left and EGM08 in the top middle). The AVISO eddy kinetic energy
(EKE) is shown in bottom left panel, and SOSE EKE in bottom right panel. The bottom-
middle panel shows a subsample of the particles trajectories (grey) released along 106.7◦W.
Red trajectories represent particles released near the DIMES tracer release location.
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Fig. 4. The column integrated tracer concentration (mole/m2) location of DIMES CTD
stations. The color contours are for the model and the circles are for the station locations,
with the same color scale for both.
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Fig. 5. The tracer concentration plotted in the SSH coordinate. Each dot represents one
tracer measurement. Red dots represent DIMES measurements and blue ones represent
the sample of SOSE simulation interpolated to the same DIMES CTD locations. The lines
represent the mean of the tracer concentration in the 0.05m-wide SSH bins. The colored
envelopes indicate the standard error for the points in each bin. The standard error is not
plotted for bins with fewer than 3 samples. 50



Fig. 6. The direct comparison of the DIMES tracer measurements (black) with the SOSE
tracer simulations (color). The case A (gray), B (red), C (blue), D (green) represent the
simulations with the particles released on February 1, 2005 at location A, B, C, D marked in
Figure (1), respectively. The case D1 (magenta) has the initial particles released on February
10, 2005. Kh=25 m2/s in all case but D2 (cyan), where Kh=0 m2/s is used.
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Fig. 7. A randomly chosen particle trajectory (top) color-coded with time lapsed from the
release. The particle SSHs as a function of time (bottom). The 60-day averaged and 6-year
averaged SSHs recorded along the trajectory are shown in gray and purple, respectively. The
thick black (red) line represents the 200-day smoothing mean of the gray (purple) line.
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Fig. 8. An example of two particle trajectories. The colored dots represent the location
and amplitude of the cross-streamline events. The time mean SSH field is show by the
background contours.
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Fig. 9. The ensemble average of the frequency of (a) the cross-frontal exchange and (b) the
mean and (c) the mean of the absolute dψ/5days.
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Fig. 10. Upper: the Hovmöller diagram of the normalized particle probability density
function in SSH coordinates. It is normalized with respect to the maximum value at each
time step shown in the lower panel. The maximum in the PDF at each time step is shown in
blue and the 200-day running mean is shown in green. The left (right) panel shows results
based on 6-year mean (60-day running mean) SSH.
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Fig. 11. The particle PDF in longitude (top), latitude (middle) and SSH (bottom) coordi-
nate at 400 (left) and 500 (right) days. Uncertainties shown by errorbars are estimated by
bootstrapping 1000 times of subsamples consisting 5000 particles.
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Fig. 12. The particle trajectories that went through different latitude by day 1100. Each
group has 60 lines color-coded by the latitude band through which they passed cross 31◦W
at 1100 days. The blue background shows bathymetry derived from ETOPO1. The black
contours show the mean SSH field.
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Fig. 13. The cumulative probability function of particle reaching the DP entrance, defined
at 68.25◦W, after certain days (x-axis).
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Fig. 14. The cross-stream transport ∆ψ averaged between the first 500 days (top) and
the second 500 days (bottom) projected back to the depth section at 110◦W. The 27.6 and
28.0 neutral density levels along the particle release longitude, 110W, is superimposed. The
two neutral density levels are conventionally used as the boundaries enclosing the upwelling
branch of the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (Lumpkin and Speer 2007).
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Fig. 15. The ensemble-averaged (200 realizations) standard error σ on log10 scale between
the true tracer concentration Ĉ in Eq. (5) and the reconstructed tracer concentration based
on particles for (a) the box-counting method and (b) the Gaussian weighting method. (c)
The ratio of errors between the box-counting and Gaussian methods, σboxcounting/σGaussian.
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Fig. 16. Error estimate based on a one-dimensional Gaussian. The black line shows the
result of the boxcounting method, and the gray line of the Gaussian method.
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Fig. 17. The percentage of variance of the tracer patch mapped from one million particles
at the end of 500 days as a function of number of particles, which are randomly sampled
out of the one million ones. The circles represent direct numerical calculation. The grey line
represents analytical prediction.
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Fig. 18. The kinetic energy ratio EKE>1−EKE>5

EKE>1
where EKE>1 represents the eddy kinetic

energy calculated using the 1-day averaged SOSE velocity and EKE>5 using the 5-day
averaged SOSE velocity. The eddy kinetic energy is defined as ((u− u)2 + (v − v)2) /2,
where the overbar represents the time average over the 6 years.
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